Deformation of gradient shape as a result of preferential adsorption of solvents in mixed mobile phases.
Gradient elution has been studied in typical normal and reversed-phase systems. Deformations of gradient profiles have been evidenced as a result of preferential adsorption of modifiers of the mobile phase. This phenomenon was pronounced in the normal-phase system, for which gradient profiles deviated significantly from those programmed. This influenced the retention and shapes of band profiles of the eluting solute. Hence, in order to predict gradient propagation correctly the adsorption equilibrium of modifiers has been quantified. Moreover, at low modifier content, deformations of band profiles of the solute has been registered as a result of the competitive adsorption in the system solute-modifier. This effect has been predicted by a competitive adsorption model. For the reversed-phase systems the influence of the modifier adsorption on gradient propagation was insignificant for typical mobile phases investigated. Therefore, the work has been focused on gradient predictions in the normal-phase system.